iLasW-FR
Integrated Linear Pocket Framing for Wall Washing

Prefabricated pocket framing provides clean, precise edges for a perfect washing perimeter slot

FEATURES

• Integrated pocket framing system with 6” aperture designed for both drywall and drop ceiling applications.
• Compatible luminaire can be adjusted 30° to wash peak candela down wall
• System designed with access to driver compartment for field maintenance
ORDERING

**PRODUCT**

iLas® W-FR

**POCKET LENGTH**

Please specify run length

**CEILING TYPE**

G Drywall Ceiling

D Drop Ceiling

**FINISH**

W White Matte Powder Coat

**OUTSIDE CORNERS**

Specify Quantity

iLas-W-FR-OC

**INSIDE CORNERS**

Specify Quantity

iLas-W-FR-IC

**RIGHT SLIDING SLEEVE**

Specify Quantity

iLas-W-FR-RSS

**LEFT SLIDING SLEEVE**

Specify Quantity

iLas-W-FR-LSS

**DIMENSIONS**

CONSTRUCTION

- 18 gauge fixture suspension brackets and 20 gauge plenum cover
- Total system weight - drywall ceiling: 6 lbs./ft.; drop ceiling: 5 lbs./ft.
- Extruded aluminum main housing with integral horizontal and vertical alignment features
- Standard and optional emergency drivers mounted on wireway covers ship with luminaires. Install with quick connect wiring and quarter turn fasteners

**COMPATABLE GEAR TRAYS**

Ordered Separately
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